Kindergarten Weekly Objectives
11/04 - 11/08/2019
Spalding—






Review phonograms: a-z
New Phonogram to introduce: er (of her), ir (of first), ur (of
nurse), wor (of works), and ear (of early) =5 ‘er’s
TESTING PHONOS.: c, e, j, k, m, n, p, r, s, t
Pre-test on Wednesdays and final test on Fridays

Reading—





Read picture books, students will begin to explain elements of narratives
Introduce informative text types (non-fiction)
work with vowels and rhyming words & word families
Sight Words being tested this week (we were not able to do it last
week): a, am, want, I , do, have, is, it, the, you, see, we, in, my, to

Handwriting—




Continue to practice writing first & last name **Your student should be
writing his/her name on the homework & the homework slip, everyday**
Write circle letters correctly, starting at 2 o’clock, keeping our line-letters
between the lines, and all letters sitting on baseline & use finger-spaces
between words or phonograms

Language Arts—Students will echo read our “Take-home Reader” sheets in
class.

Poem
Ten
“November”

Due Date
Friday, Nov. 8
Friday, Nov. 22

Math—Intro adding 0 & 1-sums to 10, number before & after, pennies, dimes,
clocks, number writing 1-20, patterns, position words. Intro count by 10’s. We
count to 100 everyday while moving & dancing.
Science—Weather & water cycle, seasons

Social Studies—Basic needs for plants & animals

Number Poems
1. Mr. One stands straight and tall, one straight line and that is all.
2. Curve around and down as all ears do, then add a line to make a
TWO.
3. A ruffle on a little dress is very plain to see, go ‘round and
‘round a ruffle to write a Mr. THREE.
4. A FOUR gate in a garden has three line, plain as day, one halfway
down, one over, one straight down all the way.
5. Straight down and around a duck alive, add a bill to make a FIVE.
6. Make a curve. Then make a loop. There are no tricks to make a
SIX.
7. Across the sky and down from heaven. That’s the way to make a
SEVEN.
8. Make an “S” and then don’t wait. Go up again to make an EIGHT.
9. Make a loop and then a line. That’s the way to make a NINE.
10. Straight line down, then around with a grin. That’s the way to
make a TEN.

